
APERITIVE                 APERITIFS            

CAMPARI £4.95
MARTINI, CINZANO £4.95
MALIBU £4.95
SMIRNOFF VODKA, BACARDI,CAPTAIN MORGAN £5.25
SHERRY £4.95
PORT/ HOUSE/ LBV/ VONTAGE £4.95 £6.95 £9.95
GIN GORDONS/ BOMBAY £4.95 £5.25

BIRRE & BIBITE         BEER & SOFT DRINKS 

PERONI BEER BOT 66CL / BOT 33CL  £8.95 £5.75
DRAFT MORRETTI BEER    PINT.  /     1/2 PINT £8.95 £5.50
ALCOHOL FREE BEER    BOT 33CL £5.95
MIXERS £0.95

FRESHLY SQUEEZED ORANGE JUICE £5.25

SOFT DRINKS £4.15
COCA COLA, FANTA, SPRITE, 
SAN PELLEGRINO LEMONADE, APPLETISER 
SAN BENEDETTO LEMON/ PEACH  ICE TEA

JUICES £4.15

ORANGE, CRANBERRY, APPLE AND PINEAPPLE 

MINERAL WATER SAN PELLEGRINO   75CL / 50 CL £4.95 £3.95



VINI  BIANCHI   WHITE WINE BOTTLE 250 ML 175 ML 125 ML 

MONTEPESCARI BIANCO ( HOUSE WINE ) £23.95 £8.25 £6.25 £4.95
( VIN NA ALC 12%) dry with a good balance. Know originally as 
white chianty 
FRASCATI SAN MARCO £24.95
(vin 2020 alc 12% ) bright pale yellow on the nose pear
green apple mainly fresh and tasty fruit and easy to drink 
VERDICCHIO CLASSICO DEI CASTELLI DI JESI £27.95 £9.75 £7.25 £5.75
( VIN 2020 ALC 12.5% ) brilliant straw yellow with greenish 
tints the bouquet is fine and intense , fruity and floral.
the palet is pleasant, vibrantand fresh and almond aftertaste 
BRICCOTONDO ARNEIS, LANGHE FONTANATREDA £28.95
(VIN2020 ALC 13%) the bouquet conjures up exotic fruit,ripe
pears, hawthorn blossom and acacia honey 
ORVIETTO CLASSICO ABBOCCATO RUFFINO DOC £31.95 £10.95 £8.50 £6.50
( VIN 2020 alc 12.5%) a delicate fruity and floral bouquet 
accnted with hints of pers, soffly sweetened 
CHARDONNAY TORMARESCA, PUGLIA £33.95 £11.95 £8.95 £6.75
VIN 2020 alc 12%) a light and easy chardonnay with 
clean mineral notes backed by hay,sage and fruity honey 
FALANGHINA VINOSIA £35.95
( vin 2020 alc 13%) citus-blossom aromas and classic apple
or straw yellow color, intens and persistent nose hints of 
kiwi and lime 
PINOT GRIGIO CA' BOLANI £36.95 £12.75 £9.50 £6.95
( vin 2020 alc 12.5% ) citrus-blossom aromas and classic 
apple or pears flavours straw- yellow colour, intense 
and persistent nose 
PLANETA LA SEGRETA SICILIA £37.95 £13.95 £9.75 £7.25
( vin 2020 alc 12.5 %) ripe and free of asteringency blend with
a fresh alcohol structure and well balanced tannins 
ARAGOSTA VERMENTINO DI SARDEGNA £38.95
( vin 2020 alc 12.5%) straw yellow with notes of citrus, 
wildflowers and yellow peach full flavour, round and fresh 
with a lingering after taste of almonds 
PECORINO UMANI RONCHI VELLODORO £39.95 £13.95 £9.95 £7.25
( vin 2020 alc 12.5%) with an expressive nose of peach, manga 
and candied rose petals 
SAUVINGON TENUTA CA BOLANI DOC £42.95
( vin2020 alc 13%) fresh attactivevely fruity with hints of 
pink grapefruit anf white peaches. Intense and persistent flavor 
GAVI DI GAVI LA MERLINA £49.95
( vin2020alc 13%) a refined but intense tangy dry white with a 
an intriguing hint of lime



VINI ROSSI    RED WINE BOTTLE 250 ML 175 ML 125 ML 

SAN LEO ( HOUSE WINE ) £23.95 £8.25 £6.25 £4.95
( VIN NA ALC 11.5%) light ruby-red colour, appealingly  
with a balanced and fruity flavour 
VISCONTI DELLA ROCCA PRIMITIVO  £26.95
(vin 2021 alc 13% ) fruity primitive full of jammy plum and 
savoury spice, smouth texture with a lick of vanila on the finish
MONTEPULCIANO PODERE UMANI RONCHI £27.95 £10.25 £7.50 £5.95
( VIN 2020 ALC 13% ) deep mature ruby red. Rich full nose
with notes of oak and spice,full bodied, ripe and round 
NERO D' AVOLA DOC IL PIOPPO SICILIA £30.95 £11.25 £7.75 £6.15
(VIN2020 ALC 14%) deep mature ruby red. Rich full nose
with notes of oak and spice,full bodied, ripe and round 
MERLOT FRIULI AQUILEIA ZONIN £32.95 £11.50 £8.50 £6.15
( VIN 2020 alc 13%) intense fragrance with a mixtureof ripe
fruits and a hint of oak,dry, complex and well structured 
CHIANTI SANT' ILARIO £34.95 £12.25 £8.50 £6.50
VIN 2020alc 12.5%) a bright, deep ruby with slightly garnet  
tints full, clean fragrancesof forest fruits,spices and cherries 
with a smoothly blending taste 
BLAUBURGUNDER PINOT NERO £37.95 £12.95 £9.50 £6.95
( vin 2020 alc 13.5%) ripe, sweet tannins and a typical 
character reminiscentoof morello cherry and blackberry 
BARBERA D ASTI £38.95
( vin 2019 alc 14.5% ) full purple red colour plummy fruity  
the nose and ripe smoth palate with lots of fruity character 
PRIMITIVO SALENTO SASSEO £39.95
( vin 2019 alc 14.5 %) intense aromas reminiscentof plums 
and red fruit jam with sweet spicy notes 
CHIANTI CLASSICO CASTELLO DI ALBOLA £39.95
( vin 2019 alc 13.5%) ful clean fragrances of forest fruits 
smooth and velvety with good persistence. The colour is 
bright, deep ruby red with slightly garnet tinits 
BAROLO BERSANO NIRVASCO £61.50
( vin 2016 alc 14%) brick red in color, austere robust and 
intense concentration,refined and ethereal 
AMARONE NEGRAR DELLA VALPOLICELLA £69.95
( vin2018 alc 15.5%) intense garnet red with a  
strong persitent and fruity bouquet with hints of black 
cherries and prunes, floralnotes and sweet spices aromas 



VINI ROSATI    ROSE WINES BOTTLE 250 ML 175 ML 125 ML 
PINOT GRIGIO TORRESELLA BLUSH £31.95 £10.95 £8.50 £6.25
( VIN 2021ALC 12%) an excellent balance between mellow 
fruity and fresh acidiy on the palate 
ZINFANDEL NINA BLUSH £30.95 £10.75 £7.95 £5.95
(vin 2020 alc 12% ) inviting aromas of red courants and 
orange zest followed by creamy medium dry palate 
showing a nice balance of sweetness and fruit flavours 

VINNI FRIZANTI      SPARKLING WINES BOTTLE GLASS
PROSECCO BORGO SANLEO £31.95 £8.95
( VIN 2019 alc 12%) intense fragrance with a mixtureof ripe
fruits and a hint of oak,dry, complex and well structured 
SANTA MARGHERITA PROSSECCO £38.50
DI VALDOBBIADENE BRUT
( vin     alc 11.5% a brillinat pale colour with fine peerage
the aromas of green apple and peach blossom are 
complemented by a soft gentle texture with a crisp finish 
PROSSECCO ROSE CA' BOLANI DOC £34.95
( vin 2019 alc 11% ) a pleasurable and refreshing palate that   
rediscovers the crispness of rennet apple, accompanied by 
floral notes of violet

CHAMPAGNES        CHAMPAGNES BOTTLE
MOET CHANDON BRUT IMOERIAL £66.95
VEUVE CLIQUOT BRUT £74.50
LAURENT PERRIER ROSE £129.50
DOM PERIGNON £265.00

SUPERALCOLICI        SPIRITS
JAMESON IRISH WHISKEY £4.75
CANADIAN CLUB £4.75
FAMOUS GROUSE £4.75
JOHNNIE WALKER BLACK LABEL £5.25
CHIVAS REGAL £5.75
GLEMORANGIE £6.75
ARMAGNAC £5.75
CALVADOS £5.75
VECCHIA ROMAGNA £5.25
COURVOISIER £6.50
REMY MARTIN £6.50
LIMONCELLO £5.25
GRAPPA £5.25
SAMBUCA £5.25
AMARETTO DI SARONNO £5.25
AVERNA £4.95


